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Below please find CCCERA’s responses to questions submitted relating to the Request for 
Proposal to provide IRC 457(b) Deferred Compensation Plan Services. 

 

1. Question:  

Does the plan have a consultant or advisor assisting the plan in selection of their new record 
keeper? 

Answer:  

No 

  

2. Question:  

Thank you for providing total current eligible employees in the plan.  How many participants 
currently have a balance (regardless of active vs. terminated)? 

Answer:  

62 

  

3. Question:  

Please provide the total contributions to the plan in 2017 and 2018. 

Answer:  

2017: $616,277 

2018: $313,449 

 

4. Question:  

Please provide the total distributions to the plan in 2017 and 2018. 
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Answer:  

2017: $14,128 

2018: $67,629 

 

5. Question:  

Please provide the current service days provided by Mass Mutual.  How many group meetings 
and how many individual meetings were held in 2018?  How many days per year would 
CCCERA prefer going forward? 

Answer:  

 One group meeting and 28 individual meetings in 2018. CCCERA would like to maintain the 
same level of group and individual meetings. 

 

6. Question:  

Thank you for providing details on the fixed account assets.  What is the current crediting rate 
for the SF Guaranteed Fund and the JP Morgan US Govt. Market Fund?  What are the expense 
ratios?  Are there any termination provisions or liquidity restrictions (i.e. MVA, 12 month put, 5 
year crawl, etc.)? 

Answer:  

 SF Guaranteed Fund – 2.7% current crediting rate with a 1% gross crediting rate guarantee and 
0.16% expense ratio 

JP Morgan US Govt Market Fund – Average Annual Total Return as of 6/30/18:  

1 Year 5 Year 10 Years 

1.41% .43% .29% 

Expense ratio: .21% 
 

CCCERA does not have a direct relationship with Mass Mutual. The service agreement is 
between Contra Costa County and Mass Mutual.  As such, CCCERA is not aware of any 
termination provisions or liquidity restrictions. 
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7. Question:  

Please provide the current service agreements with Mass Mutual. 

Answer:  

CCCERA does not have a direct relationship with Mass Mutual. The service agreement is 
between Contra Costa County and Mass Mutual. 

 

8. Question:  

What are the current fees for the plan today with Mass Mutual? 

Answer:  

0.10% 

 

9. Question:  

Please indicate if any of the revenue produced by the fund line-up is kept by Mass Mutual or 
returned to the plan and or the participants. 

Answer:  

0.10% kept by Mass Mutual and 0.05% returned to plan 

 

10. Question:  

Please provide a list of any ancillary fees that are currently being charged to the plan and or its 
participants.  i.e,.QDRO’s, financial advice, etc. 

Answer:  

$50 loan initiation fee 
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11. Question:  

Does the plan currently have managed account programs with Mass Mutual?  If so, please 
provide the total assets in this program today. 

Answer:  

The plan does not currently have managed account programs, though we would be interested in 
exploring this option in the future 

 

12. Question:  

Does the plan currently utilize a self-directed brokerage option?  If so, please provide the 
company being used as well as the total assets in the program today. 

Answer:  

The plan does offer a self-directed brokerage option with Charles Schwab & Co. CCCERA 
employees participating in the Mass Mutual sub-account of Contra Costa County do not have 
any assets in the program. 

 

13. Question: 

Please provide the current plan document. 

Answer:  

Please find the current plan document attached. 

 

14. Question:  

Are all 56 employees currently “actively” participating in the 457 plan?  

Answer:  

No, currently 51 employees are actively participating. 
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15. Question:  

Can you please provide annual contributions/distributions from the plan? 

Answer:  

See Questions #3 and #4 above. 

 

16. Question:  

What is the MassMutual current fixed rate for their account?  Are there restrictions on 
movement?   

Answer:  

See question #6 above 

  

 


